Preconception screening is covered by most insurance
companies. Find guidance on what questions to ask your
provider about coverage at atljewishgenescreen.org.
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We recommend screening before becoming pregnant
and before every subsequent pregnancy
as testing for new diseases becomes available.

There are three ways to get screened:

 Your physician or OB/GYN.
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community screenings.
Find an upcoming screening in your area
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Please also visit mmm$`[m_i^][d[j_YWdim[hi$eh]
to ask genetics experts about Jewish
genetic diseases and how they can be prevented.

Download the <H;;=[d[IYh[[d7ff on iTunes.
Find us on Facebook and Twi!er.
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Ashkenazi Jews
is a carrier
for at least one
of

19current,
preventable

genetic diseases...
a glossary

Chemotherapy provided for cancers and transfusions may
be needed for low cell counts, antibiotics for infections.
No cure available.
Medications can reduce seizures and provide comfort.
No cure available. Gene therapy research ongoing.
Antibiotics can reduce/treat lung infections. Pancreatic enzymes
can help alleviate gastrointestinal symptoms. Lung transplant may
be required. No cure available.
Special formula and low protein diet can limit symptoms.
Hospitalizations o"en required. No cure available.
Medication and supportive care available to reduce symptoms
and manage illnesses. No cure available.
Mild to severe low blood sugar if le" untreated causing seizures
which can lead to coma and intellectual disability.

Medications can be used to increase blood sugar. Surgical resection of part of the pancreas may be required. No cure available.
Chemotherapy provided for cancers and transfusions may be
needed for low cell counts. Hematopoietic stem cell transplant
possible.
IV Enzyme therapy replaces missing enzyme. Oral therapy
available. Alleviates symptoms, not a cure.
Frequent feedings of glucose can prevent low blood sugar and
seizures. Possible enzyme therapy soon. Liver transplant available.
No treatment at this time. No cure available.

Intellectual disability, seizures, coma with uncontrolled diet.
Disease exacerbated with acute illness.

Special formula and low protein diet can limit symptoms.
Hospitalizations may be required. Liver transplant available.
Medications can reduce symptoms and provide comfort.
No cure.
No treatment at this time. No cure.
Medications can reduce symptoms and provide comfort.
No cure available.
Some children require mechanical ventilation. Medications
can reduce symptoms and provide comfort. No cure available.

*

Medications can reduce seizures and provide comfort.
No cure available.
Visual aids, hearing aids and cochlear implants for improved
vision and hearing. No cure.
Visual aids, hearing aids and cochlear implants for improved
vision and hearing. No cure.
Congenital muscular dystrophy; brain and eye malformations causing
seizures and blindness. Lifespan limited to early childhood.
* CF and SMA occur at the same frequency in the Ashkenazi and non-Ashkenazi Jewish population.

No treatment at this time. No cure.

